Fortified monuments full of life
The European Cultural Route Fortified Monuments – FORTE CULTURA® recommends:
Guided tours with FORTE CULTURA® guides

Hidden architecture, events in monuments, reside and enjoy

Wine, women and (hi)stories Have a glass with Julchen at the citadel Mainz
Citadel Mainz, Am 87er Ehrenmal, 55116 Mainz, DE

Organiser:

Dr. Ulrike Zollfrank

by order

rhine hessian tour guide
with FORTE CULTURA® certificate

Initiative Zitadelle Mainz e.V.
Breite Str. 36, D-55124 Mainz
www.zitadelle-mainz.de

Wine, women and (hi)stories The fortress city Mainz hat more than 2.000 years of fortress history.
Founded by the Romans and built at the strategically important location,
the junction of Main and Rhine, its history is shaped by changing situations
of power, government and society.
The citadel is a central and strongly fortified monument with unique and
interesting history within the large fortification Mainz. It is one of the few
preserved modern citadels in Germany.
Julchen, the lover of Schinderhannes, guides through the citadel Mainz
wearing historic costume and rhine-hessian dialect. Combined with the
tasting of regional wines this tour becomes a unique experience for all
senses.
Between Drusus stone, Jakob monastery and Schweickhards castle and the
underground walks and civil air defence facilities of the citadel, there are
interesting details about history but also numerous anecdotes and facts
about wine and viticulture in Rhine Hessen, including some chosen
samples.
You will be welcomed with a glass Secco followed by four different wines
from a vineyard in Mainz during the tour. Often the tour is accompanied
by a vintner from Mainz. A short film about the tour can be found under
the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWF-kDlx_dU
Please note the information about the tour on the
back.

This tour is available only in German language.

Reservation
FORTE CULTURA® is the European Culture Route for cultural heritage fortified monuments. It leads into the exciting world of “architectura militaris”, in its
magnificent and often hidden buildings and in its diverse experience offers. Take part in festivals, concerts, family festivals or historic battles in original
scenery, discover unknown stories. Visit modern museums with interactive exhibitions and multimedia shows. Be surprised by rich nature and enjoy
wonderful views.
www.forte-cultura.eu

European Culture Route Fortified Monuments - FORTE CULTURA® - guided tours
Germany, Citadel Mainz

major fortified
system

Wine, women and (hi)stories Have a glass with Julchen at the citadel Mainz

Hints to the guided tour
Duration:

ca. 2 hours
price: 16,00 € per person, minimum 240,00 €
Online booking or requests for groups under: https://www.zitadelle-mainz.de/fuehrungen/
Meeting point: Citadel Mainz, chestnut tree in front of the citadel café
If you travel by car you can find parking spaces at the citadel, a parking garage “Römisches Theater”
or the parking garage at the cinema “Cinestar”.
Note:
The arrival by car is only possible via the “Eisgrubweg” or the “Am 87er Denkmal”. At the citadel
parking is limited by 2 hours on business days.
Firm shoes and warm clothes are recommended. Please note that you visit the citadel always at your
own risk, also as part of guided tours the Initiative Citadel Mainz e.V and the guides assume no
liability.
Legally responsible for the above-mentioned offer and solely liable for the content is the organiser:
Dr. Ulrike Zollfrank and Initiative Mainz e.V.
Impressions

This tour is available only in German language.
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